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Abstract

Web sites are a growing media application for conveying information to
anyone with futernet access. The creation of a web site for the Cedar
Falls Historical Society was designed to provide the community an
opportunity to access the organization's activities, schedules, and special
events and to become knowledgeable about museum facilities as well as
the history and historical personalities of the local area. The site
contained information on membership, donations, structure, and other
useful information. I met with the Historical Society Board of Directors
and presented a description of the scope, benefits, logistics, time frame,
and cost of the project. Permission was requested to use Historical
Society resources and publications and to obtain staff cooperation
pursuant to the project. The Board accepted the proposal, and it was
agreed that a demonstration of the working web site would conclude the
scholastic work on the project. Approval by the University of Northern
Iowa Department of Curriculum and Instruction and the student advisor
was also obtained. A demonstration of the working web site was
presented to the Board and committee members upon completion of the
project.

V
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SECTION I
Introduction
In order to produce a scholastic project that would provide value as
training for "real life" and simultaneously provide a product valuable to the
community, the creation and development of a web site for the Cedar Falls
Historical Society was initiated. This project focused on applying the
principles of traditional design to the computer-based medium of the World
Wide Web. The evolution of the Web has fostered an ever changing,
interactive medium that is rapidly gaining popularity among vast numbers
of people throughout the world. The unique characteristics of this medium
present new challenges in graphic design.
Applying design concepts to the Web requires both art and science,
much like the field of photography. Photography uses mechanics,
'

electronics, optics, and chemistry to produce an image on paper. The
principles of art are brought into existence when these processes are
enhanced by the photographer's expert knowledge of both the equipment
and the photographic process. Similarly, it is necessary to discuss the
Web and web site development in the context of its technical aspects to
fully understand how a well designed web product is created. Nonetheless,
it is the design of the site that is the primary focus of the project.
The reader may find in the reference list helpful resources for
understanding Web mechanics and the application and development of
Web-usable graphic designs. A glossary is provided that will aid the reader
in understanding the meaning of terms commonly used in the computer
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field. The terms viewer, user, and visitor are interchangeable and refer to
any person who is capable of accessing web sites.
Starting Out
Before constructing a web site certain steps must be taken to
insure that purpose and continuity are maintained.
Data collection. An initial step in the collection of pertinent data
was the conducting of interviews with the client. The term client refers to
the members of any organization for which a web site is being developed
and from whom approval is required. Interviews were followed by a review
of the organization's literature, reports, brochures, policy statements, lists
of officers and committee members, and newsletters. After evaluating the
information obtained from the interviews and the review of the collected
documents, it was possible to obtain a sense of the organization's purpose,
'

methods for achieving that purpose, and how the organizational structure
supported the purpose.
Statement of purpose. It is helpful to write a simple statement of
purpose as a guide during the development of a web site. The Historical
Society's official purpose was stated as follows:
The Cedar Falls Historical Society was organized in 1962 to
promote and encourage the preservation oflocal and regional
history. The Society seeks historic artifacts, photographs,
and manuscripts that tell the story of Cedar Falls and its
residents and makes them available to the public through
exhibits and programs (Cedar Falls Historical Society, 1996).
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As an adjunct to the Society's stated purpose, the web site purpose was

written as follows:
This web site is intended to provide information about the
Cedar Falls Historical Society's museums and 'activities
and to function as a historical information source specifically
about Cedar Falls and its people. This site will provide
educational and entertainment resources for the local
community. The web site will also provide links to other web
sites on the World Wide Web that may be useful to those
interested in historical information beyond the scope of this
specific site (Kay, 1997).
Abstract creation and validation. Once the statement of purpose
was developed and tested for appropriateness against the collected data, it
was expanded into an abstract to be presented to the client for approval.
The project abstract was developed and presented to the Board members
and is included in the preliminary materials of this paper. Validation of the
project's success was by means of a demonstration of the working web site
to both board and committee members upon completion of the project.
Background: Technical Aspects of the Web
As stated previously, this work is not intended to be a report on the

workings of the Web system and its related aspects. However, a brief
description of the Web and Web-related topics will be useful to readers
unfamiliar with Internet terminology and protocol. Hypertext Markup
Language (HTML) is a system of structural tags indicating headlines, list
items, captions, and other features that are used to control the
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presentation of documents as viewed on a browser. For example, to create
a paragraph in HTML the text of the paragraph would be preceded
by a "<P>" tag and end with a "<IP>" tag. These delimaters and the
notation between them are instructions recognized by the browser and
create a paragraph format on the web page (see Exhibit A).
While a browser has more than one purpose, it is used most often to
deal with Web documents and is the mechanism that allows moving
through or over documents placed on the Web. Each page that is
downloaded from the Web is a single document, written in HTML, and
includes text, structure, and links to other documents, images, and other
media provided by the authors to convey their message. To access a
browser it is necessary to obtain a contract from an Internet provider.
The contract servi~e may include a browser, built into the software, that
enables the creation of a Web page as well as the ability to access any
page that exists on the Web.
The fundamental principle of the Web is Hypertext, and Lemay
(1996) provides technical information on the use of and description of
HTML formatting, scripting, and graphic design. Hypertext provides a
departure from a traditional media presentation in a number of ways. For
example, society has long been conditioned to view media such as books,
magazines, newspapers, movies, and sound tape in a linear pattern. The
linear format consists of a starting point followed by progression through
the work in a predetermined order. Hypertext, on the other hand, allows
progression through the media in an unstructured order. The viewer can,
while in the document, move or jump back, go to an entirely different area
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of the document, move to an entirely different document, or progress
forward as individual interest or desire dictates.
Generally speaking, Hypertext formatting is different from
traditional media in three basic ways: (a) it is dynarnic--information can
be updated, removed, or added at any time; (b) it is distributed--information
can be accessed from one place by millions of viewers with Internet
capability throughout the world; and (c) it is interactive--information can
be transmitted or retrieved through form-type formats to and from
anywhere in the world on the Web.
Moreover, Web media has the ability to display full color text and
full color graphics along with grayscale and black-and-white. While print
media offers this feature, Web media can use graphics and text as a point
of departure for hyperlink activity. In addition to text and graphics, HTML
'

is capable of providing animated graphics, sound, and video on the same
page. This capability greatly expands creativity in expression over written
or prerecorded media.
New and readily available low-cost software is making it possible for
people to access and create web sites in a manner that is "user friendly."
This accounts for the increasing popularity of this form of media for
marketing, advertising, education, communication, personal expression,
and recreation. As more people search the Web for information and use
this information as a basis for decision-making, the importance of web site
development will certainly increase. Community activities, updated to the
moment, available on the Web, will prompt members of that community
to depend more on the Web media than on traditionally written or
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broadcasted, non-interactive material. The ability to update at any
moment is a substantial advantage over local newspapers, brochures,
advertising, and prerecorded messages on television and radio. Computer
hardware and software, improving at an ever increasing rate, make Web
access quicker and more efficient and contribute to its rising popularity.
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SECTION II
Methodology
Goals
The goal of the Historical Society Web Site is to provide an
informational format accessible by computer users to (a) find information
about the Historical Society's events, activities, and schedules; (b) view
representations and photographs of the museum sites and others items of
interest; (c) obtain information on the Historical Society's organization and
structure; (d) find information on how to interact with the organization on
such matters as membership, donation of money or goods, volunteering,
and names of contact persons; (e) have access to the current newsletter
and past newsletters; (f) research historical information about Cedar Falls
and its people; and (g) locate other sites of related subjects through direct
links.
Obtaining Resources and Developing Main Topics
The staff of the Historical Society proved to be quite helpful as an
informational resource. They provided brochures, informational folders,
maps, logos and images, historical-accounts, biographies of historical
figures, and copies of past newsletters. These documents provided not only
the basis for all the text work in the project but also for many of the
hyperlinks used to encourage viewers to delve deeper into the web site
hierarchy. Hierarchy, as used here, refers to each page and the layout
relationship which connects that page to all the other pages. Web pages
deeper in the web site contain more detailed and specific information,
allowing viewers to jump to areas relevant to their particular interest.
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Photographs of museum buildings and interiors, as well as portraits
of the staff, were taken with the use of a Kodak Digital Science (TM) DC
40 camera. The digital camera allows the capture of images and transfer
of the images directly to the computer so that they can be saved or
manipulated through the use of image-editing software. For Web work it is
not necessary to use high-end digital cameras as lower resolution images
are more than adequately clear for Web viewing. All images, whether
photographs, illustrations, or text designs, applied to the web site are called
graphics. A scanner was used to convert printed logos and printed
illustrations into a format usable by image editing software.
The software program used to edit all the illustrations was
Photoshop. "Photoshop is a software designed for Macintosh and
Windows-based con,iputers that enables photographs and art work to be
scanned to a disk, edited, and subsequently printed" (McClelland, 1997,
p. xxxiv). The versatility of Photoshop is very impressive and essential in
the enhancing of poor images or in the alteration or addition of color to
images imported from photographs and photostated copies. Photoshop
allows the user to open and save graphics in a wide range of formats,
among which are to be found those most useful to web site application. It
is a tool of tremendous value to the designer of any web site.
Topic Organization
All the pertinent information collected from the Historical Society
was sorted into topics. As topical information developed, it was easier to
define web pages and further organize them into subtopics and text. It
was helpful, but not absolutely necessary, to create a set of topics that
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were roughly the same in size when the information was grouped together.
This proved fairly easy in this project as most of the information came
from brochures that contained like amounts ofinformation.
After topics were established, the information was structured into
actual web pages or sets of web pages. Due to the hierarchical and
interactive nature of web pages, special consideration was given to (a) the
finalizing ofinformation into main groups, subgroups, and text groups that
work well together; (b) the determination of a visual method that would
facilitate viewers' progress through the content of each topic structure
toward areas of interest; and (c) the determination of methods that would
enable viewers to navigate in any direction to a known location.
•Web Site Navigation
As previously stated, web sites differ from traditional, printed media
'

in that viewers can scroll (move up, down, forward, or back) within the
electronic document and randomly choose a hyperlink. This ability to
move in a variety of directions makes it possible for viewers, novices and
veterans alike, to lose their sense oflocation in the hierarchy. The clues
(links, icons, click-on graphics) to movement must be intuitive, common,
and consistent within the document so as to allow viewers to move
efficiently and comfortably around the site. Viewers must know how to
return to previous locations, go to a preferred location in other areas of the
site, or revisit anyplace of particular, recurring interest.
Site Planning

It is a natural tendency to develop a web site by combining
information randomly. However, a planned site has many advantages
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over random construction of a site. The steps listed below were followed to
assist in the planning of the Historical Society's web site.
Gathering of Historical Society information. The collecting of
information was not limited to the specific documents published by the
Historical Society. Information was also gathered via interviews with
staff members of the organization. Live interviews were helpful in gaining
knowledge about their priorities as well as how priorities of the
organization were accomplished. An effort was made to inform the staff of
the nature, advantages, differences, and expectations of electronic media
as compared to traditional media. Often people have not had exposure to
the Web. As a result, subconscious fear and prejudice exist which can
serve as stumbling blocks to achieving the best results for the project.
The consultations had the effect of freeing individuals of their fears and
'

prejudices. There was, for example, a misunderstanding about the cost of
Internet access and means of accessibility. Once the concerns were
overcome, the members of the staff felt positive about the utility of the
site and were comfortable in sharing and providing information.
Editions of the newsletter were obtained on computer disk. This
was of great advantage as it allowed the excessively large amount of text
to be copied and pasted into the web pages. As the Historical Society staff
was not significantly computer oriented, a majority of the text and
documents provided by them had to be manually transcribed onto the web
pages through the use of an editing software.
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Most illustrations were obtained as photocopies and had to be
enhanced through the use of Photoshop software. These were converted to
computer-usable format by Photoshop software.
Gathering Web resources. The gathering of Web resources included
not only finding and selecting images oficons, buttons, bars, and the like on
the Internet and within software programs or CD-ROM resources but also
obtaining such necessities as HTML utilities for writing HTML format.
These utilities are often referred to as editors. Software utilities for
creating graphics, such as Adobe Photoshop and Adobe Illustrator, are
virtually a necessity. A digital camera is required for recording 3-D images
and a scanner for conversion of printed illustrations and photographs to
HTML-usable format.
The editing software used was Adobe Pagemill. Advances in
computer software occur with such great frequency that yesterday's
innovations are quickly rendered obsolete. Adobe seems to be a mainstay
in the HTML editing circles, and its programs are upgraded on a regular
basis. Editing software is often referred to as being WYSIWYG, which
stands for "What you see is what you get." The software functions like a
word processing program and provides a rendering of the finished product.

It is a user-friendly system of icons and commands to assist in the layout,
importation of graphics, and creation oflinks. The editing software
eliminates the tedious task of manually applying HTML tags, as it applies
them automatically through the selection of commands and icons.
Exploration of the Web. A designer should spend liberal amounts of
time exploring the Web and noting ideas that are interesting and have
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utility for the site under construction. Many historical society sites and
simply historical sites can be found on the Web through the Internet
search function. It was an interesting exercise, during the early stages of
the project, to see how historical society designers nationwide handled such
elements as dissemination of information, arrangement of content,
creation of a site "look," and implementation of navigational directives and
intuitiveness for surfing the site. "Surfing" is a term that refers to random
travel from location to location on the Web or at a particular site.
Creation of a tentative plan. It was helpful to use 3x5 cards or a
software planning program to actually show the web site pages and the
relationships between them. Creating a site map is recommended. A site
map is a list of hyperlinks that act as departures for movement to the
areas on the site. Site maps can occur on each page or be limited to pages
'

that are frequently revisited. The planning system aids in the orderly
construction of the site.
Creation oflinked shell pages in HTML. Certain pages were
designated to serve as an outline or shell of each page. Lacking extensive
text or graphics, this preliminary format allows a designer a view of how
pages interrelate and creates the stimulus for exploring further design
possibilities. In the shell form these pages can be subject to trial or
experimentation. Once the relationships of the pages are established and
the number of pages determined, completion of each page can progress at
the convenience of the designer. The shell pages provide a format to test
layout concepts, determine download time for graphics, plan backgrounds,
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and conduct text-type experiments. As work progresses, these pages are
completed and become the final version.
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SECTION III
The Project
Evolution of Web Sites
According to Siegel (1996) Web sites have evolved through three
generations. Essentially, the generations ofWeb sites describe the
evolution of the processes used to produce Web sites in HTML format.
Initially designers were restricted to web sites which displayed
material in a manner similar to traditional media (first generation), a topto-bottom, left-to-right sequence of text and images. These sites were also
limited to carriage returns and other data separators, such as bullets and
horizontal rules on a gray background. Creativity and design freedom were
severely limited during this state of the technology. Many first-generation
sites can still be seen on the Internet today.
'

Technology improvements allowed expansion of design capabilities
in HTML. Essentially, these improvements permitted the addition of icons
to replace words, embossed images and colored backgrounds to replace the
gray background, colored borders, and banners to replace headlines. These
sites (second generation) usually had a home page or entry page adorned
with icons and 3-D graphical representations of buttons, windows, and
pictures.
Most recently, HTML format has evolved to allow the addition of
enhancements such as animated graphics, sound, movie clips, and threedimensional graphics. This type of web site (third generation) is based on
the use of traditional as well as expanded design features and is not so
hindered by technical limitations.
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The Historical Society web site does not contain the advanced
elements of a third-generation web site. However, the site can easily be
upgraded by adding the elements in design made possible by technology
enhancements.
The Home Page
The home page is the single most important document or page in a
web site. It is normally the first document viewed as it acts as an entry
point for further viewing of the web site. Not only does it contain
information about the site, it gives the viewer a "feel" for the site by its
look and design. Thus, for esthetic appeal, it should be more than a
bulleted list or string oflinked text. The home page should contain a list of
items that are available deeper within the hierarchy of the web site, an
index to the conten~s of the server, or other general information. The home
page is the place to let the user know what is there for them. Much like a
table of contents, the home page gives the user a visual overview of the
site plainly and clearly (Lemay, 1996).
Since the Web has virtually unlimited numbers of sites, any web
page design is engaged in a trementlous competition for viewers. A web
designer wants people to frequently visit the site, to find it interesting and
informative, and worthy of bookmarking. In short, it is essential that the
site create a favorable first impression.
The home page is often referred to as a splash page because an
immediate impression is being made by the key elements while the bulk of
the page is loading. First impressions are as important in the capturing of
viewer attention on the web site as in any other enterprise. In the design
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of a splash or home page, it is necessary to have a knowledge of--and
perhaps some psychological insight into--the audience in order to more
accurately discern the elements and issues to which that audience is
attracted.
The home page also gives the users a sense of what the site is
about. The look and feel of the first page should support the site's purpose
and atmosphere. Only graphics that contribute to the purpose of the page
should be used. All too often a single graphic dominates the home page,
which can be extremely boring in the circumstance of a slow download of
images. If the home page takes too long to download, the user will stop the
download and seek a different site. With this project, the Historical Society
logo was included on the home page to increase the page's visual appeal.
The logo was then repeated more subtly on other pages to continue a
'

uniform look or theme. A well designed home page will immediately identify
the site and its services. The organization's logo, if widely recognized,
should be prevalent. The viewers' eyes should be drawn to the important
points of interaction, e.g., graphical links or hypertext. The well designed
page will also load quickly through·the use of Graphical Interchange
Format (GIF) or Joint Picture Experts Group (JPEG) graphics These are
graphical formats that are typically small in file size and take a minimum
of time to load. All browsers can read GIF files; most newer browsers can
read JPEG files.

It is preferable that the home page load without the need of
scrolling. This is the equivalent of a book or magazine cover and can be
done by limiting the page size to 640x480 pixel display. This page size can
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be viewed by persons with a relatively small monitor size without the need
to scroll horizontally or vertically. Scrolling vertically is not nearly as
disturbing as scrolling horizontally. Thus, it is more important to keep the
width at 640 pixels wide.
Construction of the Cedar Falls Historical Society Web Site
In keeping with the principles stated above, the home page for the
Historical Society was created as an introduction to the site and to provide
a launch-location for viewing pages deeper into the web site.
Creation of the Society's home page. The Historical Society home
page currently contains two major graphics: the Historical Society logo
and a map showing the locations of the five Museum Points-of-Pride. It
also contains a brief description of the Society, the organizational mission
statement, and contact telephone numbers. There is a complete set of
'

links (site map) to all areas of the web site hierarchy. Links are repeated
so that no matter which area of the home page one is viewing, all or most
of the options are visible without scrolling. The home page, as well as all
additional pages, contain multiple links to facilitate viewing in a
progressive manner or in a random manner as it suits the needs of the
visitor. Each page also contains easily recognizable icons that act as links
back to the home page and to the top of the page.
A black-and-white map, which had been designed previously to show
the locations of the various museums in downtown Cedar Falls, contained
drawings of each museum placed in its respective location. Photographs of
each museum, taken with a digital camera, were edited in Photoshop to
remove the backgrounds and distractions (such as road signs) from the
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image. The photographs were then reduced in size so that they fit
proportionally on the map, replacing the museum drawings. Buildings,
streets, and landmarks were labeled by the addition of text. The map was
fully colored to increase visibility and to improve the aesthetic appeal.
The brief description of the Historical Society on the home page is
linked to a page that describes the organization in detail. Another link will
take viewers to a page which explains the process of becoming a member.
The mission statement is predominately displayed to allow viewers to
immediately identify the nature of the organization they are visiting.
Site construction. The next level in the hierarchy is linked with the
text "Five Museum Points-of-Pride" and contains a brief description of
each museum, the hours of operation, and contact telephone numbers. To
help identify the five museums, a black-and-white drawing of each building
'

was scanned from the various brochures and used as the focal point that
precedes the text. As the viewer scrolls down the page, each museum is
revealed.
The next hierarchal level is linked to the name of each museum, and
there is a page dedicated to each one. These pages contain an enlargement
of the same illustration that occurs on the "Points-of-Pride" page along
with detailed information about the particular museum, its hours of
operation, tour information, and contact telephone numbers. Each page
has a link called "Photo," which takes the viewer to a page containing
photographs. The pages can be expanded to include a gallery of
photographs showing such items as the interiors and special features of
the museum. Photographs can also be easily changed to show the
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buildings and interiors during seasonal changes and with seasonal
decorations.
Information on scheduled activities and special events pertinent to
a particular museum is linked to that museum page. Event information
can be updated and changed to accommodate the seasons, i.e., the
Christmas Walk or a one-of-a-kind event such as the Behren-Rapp
gasoline pumps, an example of a special event or display.
Whenever the newsletter refers to a place, person, or location and
similar information is available on the site, a link is provided that enables
the reader to immediately jump to the subject mentioned in the newsletter
article. For example, if viewers read about the Ice House Museum in the
newsletter, they have the option of jumping, by the linked text, to the Ice
House Museum page. Thus, viewers interested in this museum can learn
'

more of its particular history, hours of operation, and view the gallery of
pictures.
Digital photographs of the staff were taken at the Historical Society
Office. These photographs were edited and placed on a page specifically
dedicated to the staff. A brief biography of each staff member can be
added to accompany the photographs. The visual and written information
is intended to help viewers "get acquainted" with any staff member they
may choose to contact in the future. As staff positions change, the page
can be easily updated. Obviously, other people within the organization, like
board and committee members, volunteers, and special speakers, may be
added to the photo gallery.
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Overall site structure. Information on the site is organized into the
· following categories:
1. Historical Society Information. This category includes

information about the history of the Society, the staff, the Board of
Directors, committees and their members, the endowment fund,
membership procedure, donation of items of historical interest, and articles
contained in the newsletters. This information appears on pages designed
to look very much like the existing printed brochures.
The better the viewers know the client, the more relevant the design
results will be for them. For this reason, the names of the organization's
general membership, board members, staff members, and committee
members were included on the web page relating to "who we are." Such
details provide better understanding of the organizational structure as well
as recognition for those working within the organization.
2. Museum Pages. A single page briefly describes the five museums
and gives information on the locations, telephone numbers, and hours of
operation. From this page, one can choose to go to a location dedicated to a
specific museum. The second-~evel pages give more specific information on
location, hours of operation, special events, and contacts as well as a
description of each museum and its history. Each museum page contains
a link to a page offering photographs of the site.
3. General Information Pages. When names, events, and special
data are available, links are installed to allow site visitors to obtain more
information by going to a web page dedicated to that place, person, or
event. This type of page may be dedicated to the history of Cedar Falls or
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to biographies oflocal historical figures such as William Sturgis and the
Overman Brothers and may link to other sites that are related in nature
but fall outside the scope of the Historical Society.
4. Web Sites of Interest. Links are installed to web sites on the
World Wide Web that may be of interest to visitors of the Society's site.
These sites may range from local to national but are all sites that contain
information that would be of interest to people visiting the Historical
Society. Examples are Living History Farms; the Black Hawk County
Historical Tour produced by Cedarnet, a local Internet service; and the
Iowa State Historical Preservation Office.
Information-Based Sites
While the design possibilities for commercial and entertainmentoriented sites are endless, design concepts for information-based sites,
such as the one for the Cedar Falls Historical Society, require special
consideration. Since the site is not geared toward consumers, it must
provide information that will satisfy viewers who are directed toward
specific needs, as well as those who will just browse for personal interest.
These sites cannot afford to put too much decoration and glitter in front of
the information. The pages must be compelling without an overabundance
of icons and banners.
Information-based sites come in all shapes and sizes, but they
rarely engage the viewer by aesthetic design. Most information-based
sites present endless pages of text and bulleted lists, preceded by a simple
home page. The best method for overcoming the information-overload
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format is to establish a simple theme and keep opening opportunities in
front of the viewers. Insert content, new information, and navigational
guides on every page. Give viewers subtle opportunities to take
unexpected turns to see new selections. A simple theme should help to
make the viewer's experience one which hopefully elicits the desire to
revisit the site. Information-based sites must be balanced to pull in new
viewers while giving the regulars an easy path to reach the information for
which they returned (Siegel, 1996).
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SECTION IV
Conclusions and Recommendations
Web site development has unique difficulties as opposed to other
types of publications. The following are lessons learned through the
practical experience of developing the Historical Society web site.
1. Put the web page on a neat background. Many sites use

patterned, textured, brightly colored, or dark backgrounds. It is best to use
a simple, uncluttered background which does not distract from the
information being presented. One solution is to reduce the saturation level
of any background design or the background color. Such reduction will
lessen the color and make it more gray. Other solutions are to make the
background designs larger and lighter in color, which will transform the
design into a true background while enhancing the graphics and increasing
the legibility of the text. For the Historical Society Web Site, a yellowishbrown, solid-colored background without an embossed pattern was used.
This color was repeated on most pages to create a neutral background
that worked well with text and object colors.
2. When selecting colors for graphics, use a color palette with the
smallest bit depth possible. It is advisable to use the 216 color-safe color
palette. Use black-and-white bitmap graphics, reduced grayscale images,
or limited color 8-bit graphics. Reducing the color palette likewise reduces
the size of the graphic and brings pages to the screen faster. Many
viewers will not linger--no matter how interesting your page design--if they
have to wait an extended period (30 to 60 seconds or more) to see the page.
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3. Avoid the use of difficult-to-read type-face, like Old English or
Ultra Modern fonts. Information sites contain a lot of text. It is best to
use simple, clear, and readable fonts. It is well to follow the rules of good
desktop publication design. In this project the Times font was used for text
and the Helvetica font was used for titles.
4. Try your web pages on different browsers. Generally, one designs
a web site on a particular browser, and it should be noted that colors may
appear different on various browsers and monitors. That is why the "web
proof colors" and the use of tables, a web editor function designed to control
the browser interpretation, is recommended. By demonstrating the site on
more than one browser, you will be able to see how the site looks on other
sites and insure the integrity of the design for all viewers.
5. Provide fl- direct link between any page and the home page. This
function can be accomplished by a word-list link or a consistent icon. The
word can simply read "Home," which most people will intuitively recognize
as return to the home page. A logo or icon, displayed prominently on the
home page, can be reproduced in a smaller version to represent this home
page link.

-·

6. The earlier browser versions and earlier model computer screens
have size limitations. To make sure that all viewers can see the site
without unnecessary scrolling, use a page dimension that does not exceed
480 pixels wide.
7. Be very mindful that you are not designing the web site for
yourself. Someone will be evaluating your work--the client and the client's
audience. It is advisable, if you like this type of work, to learn the
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technology, tools, client expectations, and user psychology. To this end,
visit many sites, particularly those recognized as high quality and critique
them. Through this process, designers can learn what works best and
apply, not copy, these ideas, techniques, and design concepts into their own
work. It is here, in skillfully applied ideas and techniques, that the web site
designer crosses from the arena of science to the arena of art, as discussed
in the introduction of this paper.
As technology, in the form of HTML editors and browsers, improves

the ease with which web sites are rendered, the uniformity of design will
greatly improve. Eventually, the creation of web sites with visual design
impact will be made simpler and more effective. In the meantime, it is
necessary to struggle with design aspects, ever mindful of the rules
necessary for suc~essful production on archaic and outmoded equipment.
Many references are available on the World Wide Web. Listing
them is oflittle value as the sites may rapidly be discontinued or become
out of date. However, it is a simple matter to make a Web search. Latest
developments are often found on the Web at sites created by those
working with the most avant-gara.e technology. If the search words
"Web," "site," and "development" are used on any search, the Web browser
function will disclose all kinds of current, professionally developed samples
of home page design and effective graphics.
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Glossary

Bitmap (BMP) - A graphic file format developed to save bitmapped images
for display in Windows applications.
Bookmarking - A function in browsers that stores the name and address of
Web pages in a menu list that makes it easy to find for future viewing.
Download- In the field of Computer Science, download means to transfer
data or programs from a central computer to a peripheral computer or
device (The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, Third
Edition, Electronic Version, 1992).
GIF (Graphic Interchange Format) - A file compression format developed
for graphics that can be read by a browser and displayed on a computer
monitor.
Hyperlink-A designated area on the Web page (often designated by a
special color text and underlined or a graphic that changes the cursor to a
hand with index finger extended) that can be used (pointed to by use of the
cursor and clicked or entered) to access other parts in the same document
or in a document on an entirely different Web site existing anywhere in the
Web system.
Hypertext - A computer-based text retrieval system that enables the user
to provide access to or gain information related to a particular text (The
American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, Third Edition,
Electronic Version, 1992).
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Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) - A system of structural tags
indicating headlines, list items, captions, and others that are used to
control the presentation of documents as viewed on a browser. For
example, a paragraph would be preceded by a

<P> tag and end with a <IP>

tag.
JPEC (Joint Photography Expert Group) - A format that can be read by
browsers that can store and display photographic images on the computer
monitor.
Pixel - In the field of Computer Science a pixel is the smallest imageforming unit of a video display (The American Heritage Dictionary of the
English Language, ThirdEdition, Electronic Version, 1992).
Protocol - In the field of Computer Science, protocol means a standard
procedure for regulating data transmission between computers (The
'

American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, Third Edition,
Electronic Version, 1992).
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ExhibitA
The Historical Society Home Page in Markup Language
(Abbreviated)
<lITML>
<fIEAD>
<MEf A NAME="GENERATOR" CONTENT="Adobe PageMill 2.0 Mac">
<TITLE>Index.html</TITLE>
<!HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR="#e5ce9a">
<FORM>
<TABLE WIIJfH="1074" HEIGHT="l 147" BORDER="0" CELLSPACING="0" CELLPADDING=
"3">
<TR>
<TD WIIJfH="152" HEIGHT="l 146" BGCOWR="#9ab6e5" VALIGN="TOP"><DL>
<DD>&nbsp;
<IJf><A HREF="facts.html "><FONT SIZE=- 1>The Historical Society - About Us<IFONT><I A>
<Df>&nbsp;
<IJf><P ALIGN=CENTER><A HREF="victorianhome.html "><FONT SIZE=-l>Victorian
Home &amp; Carriage House Museum<IFONT><i A>
<Df><P ALIGN=CENTER>&nbsp;
<DT><A HREF="http: //www.cedamet.org/htbhci"><F0NT SIZE=- l>Cedamet Historical
Tour<IFONT><I A>
<IJf><A HREF="cfhistpeoplegrp.html"><FONT SIZE=-l>People in Cedar Falls
History<IFONT><I A>
<DT>&nbsp;
'
<Df><FONT SIZE=-l>Would the Museum like to have this?&quot; <A HREF="donationpage.html">a
guide to donating items ... <IA><IFONT>
<Df><P ALIGN=CENTER><T ABLE WIDTH=" 134" BORDER="0" CELLSPACING="0" CELLPADDING=
"0" HEIGHT="138">
<TR>
<TD WIIJfH="49%" HEIGHT="30" ALIGN="CENTER"> &nbsp;<FONT SIZE=-2><A
HREF="victorianhome.html ">Victorian House<! A><IFONT><ITD>
<TD WIIJfH="51 %" ALIGN="CENTER"> &nbsp;<FONT SIZE=-2><A HREF="wythhouse.html">George
Wyth House</ A><IFONT><ITD><ITR>
<TR>
<TR>
<TD HEIGHT="30" ALIGN="CENTER"> &nbsp;<FONT SIZE=-2><A HREF="Behrensrapp.html">BehrensRapp Service Station</A><IFONT><ITD>
<TD ALIGN="CENTER"> &nbsp;<FONT SIZE=-l><A HREF="cfhistpeoplegrp.html">People in
History</ A><IFONT><ITD><ITR>
<TD HEIGHT="30" ALIGN="CENTER"> &nbsp;<FONT SIZE=-!><A HREF="cfhistory.html ">History of
Cedar Falls<! A><IFONT><ITD>
<TD ALIGN="CENTER"> &nbsp;<FONT SIZE=-l><A HREF="http://www.cedamet.org/htbhc/">Cedamet
Historical
Tour<! A><IFONT></TD><ITR>
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<TD WIDTH="921" VALIGN="TOP"><P><IMG SRC="logol.gir' WIDTH="400" HEIGHT="258"
ALlGN="BOTTOM"NATURALSIZEFLAG=
"2"> <TABLE WIDTH="382" HEIGHT="54" BORDER="0" CELLSPACING="0" CELLPADDING=
"0">
<TR>
<TD VALIGN="TOP" HEIGHT="55" ALIGN="CENTER"><P><B><FONf COLOR="#663300">The
Historical Society has <iFONf><A HREF="ptofpride.html">Five
Museum Points-of-Pride<iA><FONf COLOR="#663300">.<iFONf><iB><iP>
<DT><IMG SRC="EXPHSmap.gir' WIDTH="425" HEIGHT=''355" ALIGN="TOP" NATURALSIZEFLAG=
"0"ISMAP>
<DT><TABLE WIDTH="425" HEIGHT="60" BORDER="0" CELLSPACING="2" CEILPADDING=
"0">

<TR>
<TD WIDTH="33%" HEIGHT=" 17" V ALIGN="TOP" ALIGN="CENTER"> &nbsp;<FONf SIZE=-l><A
HREF="victorianhome.html">Victorian Home &amp; Carriage<iA><iFONT><iTD>
<TD WIDTH="33%" ALIGN="CENTER"> &nbsp;<FONf SIZE=-l><A HREF="wythhouse.html">George
Wyth House<!A><iFONf><iTD>
<DT><TABLE WIDTH="423" BORDER="0" CELLSPACING="0" CELLPADDING="O" HEIGHT=
"52">
<TR>
<TD WIDTH="100%" HEIGHT="17" VALIGN=''TOP" ALIGN="CENTER"> &nbsp;<B><FONf
COLOR="#663300">MISSION STATEMENT:<iFONf><iB><iTD><iTR>
<TR>
<TD WIDTH=" 100%" HEIGHT="34" V ALIGN=''TOP" ALIGN="CENTER"> &nbsp;<B><FONf
COLOR="#663300">ENGAGING<iFONf><iB> <B><FONf COLOR="#663300">THE
COMMUNITYINTHEPRESERV ATION, EDUCATION,ANDCELEBRATIONOFITS
HERIT AGE.<iFONT><iB><iTD><iTR>
<TDWIDTH="100%"HEIGHT="14l"VALIGN=''TOP"> <P>&nbsp;<B><FONTSIZE=+l>The<A
HREF="facts.html">Cedar Falls Historical
<DT><B><FONT SIZE=+l>For more Information call: 319 277-8817 or 319-266-5149</FONf><iB>
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
<B><FONf
SIZE=+l>Fax 319-268-1812</FONf><iB>
-•
<iDL>
<ITD><ITR>
<TR>
<TD WIDTH="100%" HEIGHT="60" VALIGN=''TOP"> <DL> ·.
<DT><FONf SIZE=+2><A HREF="memberapp.html ">Membership<! A><iFONf>
<DT><B><FONT SIZE=+ l>If you are not a member of the CEDAR FALLS HISTORICAL<iFONT><iB>
<DT><B><FONT SIZE=+ !>SOCIETY at the present time, please consider joining<iFONT><iB>
<B><FONf SIZE=+ l>now!<iFONf><i~>
<TR>
<TD WIDTH="279%" HEIGHT="90"><DL>
<DT><FONf SIZE=-2>Last updated: 31 March 1997 <iFONf>
<!BODY>
<!HTML>.

